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Streamgraphs

• A visualization for time series

• Stacked chart
o The trend of single series and of the total are both conveyed

• Aesthetically pleasant river-like flowing
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Previous work

• Havre et al. ThemeRiver: Visualizing thematic changes in large 
document collections. IEEE TVCG (2002).

• Liu et al. TIARA: Interactive, topic-based visual text 
summarization and analysis. ACM TIST (2012).

• Xu et al. Visual Analysis of Topic Competition on Social Media. 
IEEE TVCG (2013).

• Wu et al. PieceStack: Toward better understanding of stacked 
graphs. IEEE TVCG. 2016.
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New York Times (2008)
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Aesthetics of streamgraphs

• Byron, Wattenberg. Stacked graphs - geometry & aesthetics. IEEE 
TVCG (2008).

• Formal framework for studying streamgraphs

• The shape of a streamgraph is determined by:
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State of the art: 2-norm wiggle baseline
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• ww2 is the wiggle, a measure of “fluctuation”
o Defined per-point

• g0 is the baseline, we want one that minimizes ww2

o A quadratic function is smooth and easy to optimize



Limits of 2-norm wiggle baseline

• The 2-norm baseline works well with movie (and other) data

• However, it creates undesired distortions on data with steps

• Many small fluctuations are preferred by 2-norm over a large one
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Limits of 2-norm wiggle baseline
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State of the art: On-Set layer ordering
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• Layers are sorted by their on-set point (first non-zero value)

• Then stacked alternatively on the two sides to keep the symmetry
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Limits of On-Set layer ordering

• Ordering by on-set time worked well on movies

• However, not every data have suitable on-set points
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State of the art: labeling

1. Manually placed, overlapping labels, callouts (NYT)

2. Algorithm for optimal placement of large labels (previous work)
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Limits of labeling

• Algorithm for optimal placement described very briefly
o Not enough information to implement it

• Stated to be too slow (brute-force) to work in an interactive setting
o We believe at least quadratic in the number of data points in a layer
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Our contribution

• New 1-norm wiggle baseline
o Correct handling of steps in data

o Optimization algorithm

o “Lassoing”

• New wiggle-based layer ordering algorithm
o Handling of general data

• New algorithm for placing large labels
o Fast
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1-norm wiggle baseline
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• To minimize the 1-norm wiggle we study its first derivative

• All points in the domain are scanned (linear in the number of layers)



2-norm vs 1-norm baseline
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2-norm vs 1-norm baseline
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2-norm vs 1-norm baseline
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Using the wiggle for ordering layers

• We implement an (unimplemented) intuition of Byron and Wattenberg

• Layers can be ordered according to their wiggle

• The wiggle is defined per point, so we integrate along each layer
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Greedy approach

• Just ordering layers by wiggle does not work

• We need to know in advance what will be stacked on top a layer
o A low-wiggle layer may need to be on top of the stack, like 24
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Ordering algorithm

1. Initial ordering, computed with a greedy algorithm based on wiggle

2. 2-opt refinement, where we switch pairs of adjacent layers
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Initial ordering
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2-opt refinement
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Result of 2-opt refinement
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Comparing baselines and orderings
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Labeling algorithm

• Find the largest spot to place a label with a given aspect ratio

• Left-to-right scan of the layer
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Labeling algorithm

1. Set an initial, relatively large label

2. Scan the layer, look for a feasible position

3. If none, reduce size by 10% and repeat
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• We can do a scan in linear time

•#scans ≤ log0.9
initial font size
final font size

= log0.9 const



Labeling algorithm
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Experiments: Wiggle

• 50 randomly selected layers

• Hundreds of data points

• 20 repetitions

• Normalized values (0…1)
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Experiments: Running time

• 50 randomly selected layers

• Hundreds of data points

• 20 repetitions

• Milliseconds
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Conclusions and open problems

• 1-norm definition of wiggle, and optimal baseline algorithm

• General layer ordering algorithm based on wiggle

• Fast layer labeling algorithm

• Is there any other better definition of wiggle?

• How to effectively display negative values?
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Bonus: Comparison on movie data
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